Complex word networks - comparing and combining
information extraction methods
Keyword extraction – purposes

A toy example – title and abstract of one of the documents of the SemEval 2010 corpus

•
•
•
•

On Cheating in Sealed-Bid Auctions
Motivated by the rise of online auctions and their relative lack of security, this paper analyzes two forms of
cheating in sealed-bid auctions. The first type of cheating we consider occurs when the seller spies on the
bids of a second-price auction and then inserts a fake bid in order to increase the payment of the winning
bidder. In the second type, a bidder cheats in a first-price auction by examining the competing bids before
deciding on his own bid. In both cases, we derive equilibrium strategies when bidders are aware of the
possibility of cheating. These results provide insights into sealed-bid auctions even in the absence of
cheating, including some counterintuitive results on the effects of overbidding in a first-price auction.
From: Porter, R., Shoham, Y. (2004). Decision Support Systems. 39.

Overview over content
Classification of content
Monitoring of thematic trends
Initial step of network based topic modelling

1st step: Preparation – Remove punctuation; keep only nouns and adjectives; lemmatise
2nd step: Graph building - Every remaining word is a node
Two nodes are linked if they are in common window of width w
Edge weight 𝑤𝑖𝑗 = 𝑃𝑓𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝐼𝑑𝑓𝑖 ∗ 𝐼𝑑𝑓𝑗 , where 𝑃𝑓𝑖𝑗 is pair frequency
3rd step: Preferences – Preference for choosing node randomly: 𝑝𝑖 = (1 + 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖 )𝛽 ∗ 𝐼𝑑𝑓𝑖 , 𝛽 ≤ 0.

All unsupervised methods rest on three observations
• Keywords frequent in document but not too frequent
in corpus
• Keywords not homogeneously distributed in a
document but clustered
• Keywords more likely near the beginning of a
document
Find a method which exploits all three observations
New variant of graph-based rank method:
“Positional IdfRank”
Includes Idf and position into the word network.
See example at right hand side.
Compare various methods regarding recall and precision, using the
keyword-labelled corpus SemEval 2010 (244 CS papers).
But this way of measuring the keyword extraction quality is
problematic: Human assigned keywords are not necessarily the best,
nor even good.
Another example: Realistic Cognitive Load Modeling for Enhancing SharedMental Models in Human-Agent Collaboration, Xiaocong Fan

Word (not phrase) recall vs precision for
various extraction methods
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